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March 6,7 two top spots in lottery
WASHINGTON lAPi-By rare coincidence March 6 drew No 1 in yesterdays draft lottery and the following
day. March 7. No 2. putting men born
those days in 1953 first in line for next
year's callup
In the safest spot with the highest
numbers were those born July 23 with
No 385 and Sept 9 with No 364 But
draft officials expect draftable numbers to fall far below the 125 of last
year
Draft Director Curtis W Tarr started
the drawing by saying
"We do not as yet know what the
draft call will be in 1973 "
Nor." he said, do we know as yet
what the call will be for the remainder
of 1972 but WC do expCGl calls to be
lower than they have been in recent
years "
Secretary of Defense Moh in R Laird
has said there will be no calls at least
until April

IN CONTRAST to the first three
draft lotteries, there were no protestors outside the Commerce Department auditorium, where the lottery
was held.
Inside the atmosphere was more
relaxed than in past years, apparently
because this could be the lasl vear for a

See
"'73
lottery
numbers." page 3.

lottery that counts
The administration hopes I" have an
all-volunteer army by June 30 1973
when the current draft authority
expires
There are plans to hold a standby lottery next year for those turning 19 in
1973
One drum contained red capsules

Spring registration
to begin this week
By Jim Carey
Students recuperating from this
quarter's registration headaches had
belter invest in another bottle of
aspirin
According to Cary Brewer, assistant
to
the registrar, the mail in
registration materials are being sent
this week, and the schedule of classes
will be out on Friday.
We encourage students to use the
campus mail system in handing in their
registration forms, said Brewer. "We
have contacted the campus mail people
and they have agreed to make a special
effort to identify them ithe mailed
formsi early "
IN ORDER to retain one's scheduling
priorities, a student must return the
forms by Thurs . Feb. 17. otherwise the
number of earned credit hours will be
of no significance in the acquisition of
classes, he said
Partial schedules will be returned to
the students during the last week of

February and complete schedules
during the second week of March said
Brewer. Students with partial
schedules will be given the opportunity
to pick up classes from March 1 to 3 in
the Graduate Center
Brewer noted two alterations in
spring quarter registration procedures
For the hist time students in the
College of Education will not have to
obtain the signatures of their individual
advisors
ALSO, STUDENTS desiring free
time on their schedules must obtain
permission Irom the individual college
office
"We're anticipating a good
scheduling this quarter. Brewer said
The students seem to be adapting to
the new system very well and we seem
to be meeting more student needs than
ever before "
Students desiring information on
scheduling matters should call the
registrar's office. Fact Line or the
individual college office.

with birth dates and the other held the
blue capsules containing the numbers
One capsule was pulled from each
drum simultaneously and handed to two
announcers who called off the date with
the number of call
Four young men and two womenthree whites and three blacks-drew the
capsules out They are members of
state Selective Service Youth Advisory
Commissions in Maryland. Virginia and
Pennsylvania
The drums were rotated after each 20
draws, when the pluckers were
changed
THERE WAS the usual suspense
wailing for No. 1 to be pulled, and it
didn't come until the lottery was
almost over.
Stephen R Hartley of Cumberland.
Md . picked March 6 and Robert E.
McDonald of l'arrisburg. Pa.. No. 1.
That was shortly after No. 2 was
matched with March 7 on the 271st
draw and No 4 with April 21 on the
273rd draw No 3 went to Aug 3 on the
100th draw
The lottery yesterday affects only
men turning 19 this year. Those in
previous lotteries will keep their numbers until they are no longer eligible to
be drafted
Tarr told newsmen the Pentagon
hasn't told him what the draft needs
will be because defense officials may
not know themselves since so much
depends on the economy
Part of this depends on the job situation, since unemployment in civilian
life would induce men to enlist. Military pay was raised twice last year
especially for men in low ranks and
another increase is in the works for
next Jan. 1.

Suspense

Students cluster around a bulletin board, searching for lottery numbers for
themselves, boyfriends, brother!. Draft Director Curtis Tarr said he expects calls
to be lower than they have boon in rosont years.

Blacks cite misunderstandings
By Linda McMahan
A lack of understanding between
black African and black American students exists to some degree on this
campus, according to Clarence Daniels,
chairman of the Black Student Union
(BSUl. and Kmanuel Tuffuor. president of the World Students Association
(WSAi.
Both students are working to
increase the level of interaction
between Africans and black Americans
through special programs, ethnic
studies and Black Culture Week to be
held in March.
In addition, the Black African Peoples Association (BAPAi. of which
Tuffuor is a member, is represented on
the policv and newsletter committees
oftheBSU
TUFFUOR said the purpose of BAPA
is to present information about Africa
and bridge the understanding gap. 1
don't think black Americans are really
aware of their heritage: if they were
they would want to interact with the
African students." he added.
BAPA is considering submitting a
proposal to the University asking for an
African Studies program
"Black Americans have been fed a
lot of misconceptions about Africa and
vice versa." commented Daniels, f.'e
thinks it is intentional on the part of
white America to foster misconceptions.
Daniels and Tuffuor both see the
press as responsible for presenting
Africa as a mysterious, "dark" con-

tinent No one has ventured out to sec
what's true and what isn't." said
Daniels.
Although Tuffuor said he thinks relations have improved over last year, be
still sees a lack of interaction
"BLACK AMERICANS have I ilil lei
ent opinion about Africans Since we're
foreigners they think we enjoy differential treatment; but an African
wouldn't enjoy special treatment.'
said Tuffuor

I'e added that by being black he has
been discriminated against and
received the same treatment as American blacks
However. Daniels said the foreign
student comes to BG with a different
concept of education, and is given
special considerations
"White families who wouldn't accept
American blacks accept black Africans
because they're foreigners." said
Daniels He added that he doesn't hold
this against the African

Terrorists bomb capital

Irish fighting rages on
LONDONDERRY. Northern Ireland
I API- The dead of Londonderry's
Bloody Sunday were laid to rest on a
rainswept hillside yesterday while
flames, rampaging mobs and gun
battles plunged Ireland into more death
and destruction
Hardly had thousands of mourners
left the Londonderry gravesides when a
howling throne of 30000 stormed the
British Embassy in Dublin and set it
ablaze with gasoline bombs
A fierce firefight between British
troops and guerrillas erupted in
Belfast Army headquarters said one
gunman was slain-the 234th victim of
violence since the grim autumn of 1969

Terrorist bombs blasted a path of
destruction through the Northern
Ireland capital, shattering automobiles
and shops
In London. Defense Minister Lord
Carrington pledged before the House of
Lords that Britain would make no
concession to violence and terrorism in
Northern Ireland
HE SAID the British army would
break up a civil rights march planned
for this weekend It was a similar
march in Londonderry, broken up by
paratroopers, that led to the deaths of
13 men and teen-age boys last Sunday
Under skies as black as its mood.

Weather slows construction
Officials of Toledo Edison announced Monday that 16 per
cent of the construction on the David-Besse nuclear power
station located near Oak Harbor has been completed.
Activities at the construction site have been slowed due to
the winter weather, but Toledo Edison officials are hopeful
that the 872,000-kilowatt generating station will be completed
by 1984.
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Frozen
mOmina

The morning after the storm the night before. The
early morning tun accents the snow and ice on the
,enc ond ,r
*
*** m '"'* barnyard- Tho scenery it nice
but watch your stop or you'll got a different view.

"I ALSO think blacks in America
tend to look down on Africans in order
to boost their own ego," said Daniels
Tuffuor and Daniels credit the ethnic
studies program with working to eliminate some of the major misconceptions. During Black Culture week
one day will be devoted to the ' Motherland
It will involve Africans and
black Americans
"A certain sensitivity to each other
has to be worked out. and we're interested in trying." said Daniels

RECENTLY, the first structural steel was erected for the
framework of buildings housing offices, a turbine generator
and auxiliary equipment.
The silo-like concrete shield building that will house the
reactor has been completed, according to company officials.
Inside workmen are installing a one and one-half inch steel
containment vessel.
The containment vessel, which is nearly as large as the
shield building, will be airtight and will completely enclose
the steam supply system.

CONCRETE SUPPORT columns have been poured for the

water cooling tower, but work has stopped on this structure
until spring because of extreme temperatures, a spokesman
lor Toledo F.dison said.
The company has also asked the Atomic Energy Commission IAECI to waive a provision of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act which calls for state certification that
there is reasonable assurance the facility will not violate
applicable water quality standards
TOLEDO Edison has applied for this change twice in the
past year and a public hearing has been held. Following the
hearing, the State Department of Natural Resources
announced that an independent study of the facility was to be
made, but the results are not expected for five months
The conditions of the AEC construction permit require that
certification be obtained from the state before March 24.
1972 or the permit may be revoked. Company officials say
they have applied for a waiver of that date so that construction may continue.

Londonderry slumped into mourning
for Sunday's dead. Shivering crowds,
estimated at 10.000 people, packed
narrow streets and converged on the
hillside where II bodies were interred
Two victims were to be buried
separately.
The cortege wound its way slowly
from St. Mary's Catholic Creggan
district, to the cemetery on a steep hill
lashed by sleet borne on the winds from
Lough Fovle
Commercial and business life was at
a standstill in the city where 40.000 of
the 56.000 population are Catholic. It
was a civil rights campaign by
Catholics, a minority to Protestants in
Northern Ireland as a whole, that first
exploded into violence in Londonderry
2'2 years ago.
IN DUBLIN, capital of the
neighboring Irish republic which
claims British-ruled Northern Ireland
as its own territory, thousands of
Irishmen gathered in a mass rally to
protest the 13 deaths.
They marched through the city
center to the four-floor British
Embassy and then exploded in violent
fury.
To war cries of "British out!" 30.008
demonstrators besieged the embassy,
their leaders bombarding it with
flaming gasoline bombs fueled by a
bucket brigade from ranks at the rear.
Dublin police said people lay on the
highway to prevent fire engines from
reaching the embassy. The fire quickly
caught hold, flames pouring out of
windows. Hours after the attack was
launched a thick pall of smoke hung
over the building.
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ceiling future
Tuesday. Dr. Melvin Pyman. professor of speech, reported to
Faculty Senate, that the state Board of Regents intends to keep
the 15.000 enrollment ceiling for this University.
On the same day. we printed a story on President Moore's
recommendation to plan "a concerted drive to attract junior
'■_'' college transfers.
Glenn Van Wormer. dean of admissions and records, said the
University is working towards an enrollment including .15 per cent
freshmen and sophomores. 50 per cent juniors and seniors, and 15
per cent graduate students.
All of this is to be accomplished without reducing the number of
students in the freshman class-which means, in order to achieve
a higher percentage of students at the junior and senior level, the
overall enrollment at the University will have to be increased.
The University is already close to its 15.000 ceiling. The desired
increase in the number of juniors and seniors will definitely push
us over the top.
Does somebody in the Administration know something about
the future of the enrollment ceiling that we don't know?

more police
In March, the Ohio State I'ighway Patrol will be allowed to
intervene in riots and civil disorders if requested by local sheriffs
or mayors. This law. which takes effect March 3. will allow the
l.'ighway Patrol to operate on property other than that owned by
the state.
But we can be assured, according to Patrol Superintendent Col.
Robert Chiaramonte. that the patrol won't be turned into a state

opinion

bowling green racism
By Clarence Daaieli
James Birgess
Black Stndeat Union
It was in the Spring of 1968 that
Bowling Green Slate University first
learned that it was a racist institution
The president of the Senior class then.
Edward Sewell. stated in an article in
The BG News that prejudice and
discrimination existed at Bowling Green
Edward, an outstanding black student
and student leader, was to our
knowledge, the first black to accuse
Bowling Green University of
discrimination.
What a shock to the administration.
Edward was an outstanding student;
president of his senior class, vice
president of his fraternity, and certainly
liked by everyone. Why Ed? I'ow could
he say such a thing. Pe said it because it
was true then just as it is true now
Let's examine BG's progress in terms
of the number of blacks since Ed's initial
accusation. During the school year 196768. there were approximately 75 black
full-time undergraduates, one black fulltime graduate, and one black facultystaff. There was no regular University
recruitment in predominately black
schools, nor was there any active
recruitment of black faculty-staff. In
196869 the full-lime undergraduate
population rose to approximately 115.
The graduate population remained

around two. and the faculty-staff about
three
NINETEEN-SIXTY-eight to sixtynine was the year of Bowling Green's
black student demands. One of these
demands was an increase in black people
at in- The University said. "We just
don't see how we can do it " The black
students said we don't care what you can
or cannot see. just do it Thus the
creation of the Student Development
Program.
In 1969-70 the black student population
increased to about 200 full-time
undergraduates,
approximately
five
graduate students, and about five
faculty-staff members In 1970-71 the
black population in Bowling Green
increased to approximately 250 Today
there are. in Bowling Green, over 500
black people. Does this mean that
Bowling Green has made a sincere
commitment to black people, and that it
is attempting to fulfill if No it doesn't.
Let's look at an example If you are the
possessor of a chest of gold, you are
going to guard the gold very carefully. If
someone starts demanding a share of the
gold you are going to be very hesitant to
give it up. If this demand threatens the
value of the gold, then you give some up
to appease the demander. The decision is
not by choice-but by necessity.
Such is the case of Bowling Green's
commitment to the black students I'ow
can you be truly committed if you were

forced to make the commitment in the
first place? Bowling Green cannot
justify its commitment to black
students, by pointing to the increase in
black student enrollment Would the
enrollment have been increased if we
had not demanded if If BG were
committed, there would be 1.000 black
students here right now.
EDUCATION, HISTORICALLY, has
been a privilege of the elite Education
was not intended for the poor The elite
get the education and use it to rule the
poor Blacks make up the bulk of the
poor Black people cannot escape the
ranks of the poor because the federal
government does not intend for them to.
Check out the government
commitment to the education of the
poor Bowling Green University is not
different. For blacks to gel anything
approaching their fair share here we
have to go through all sorts ol changes
And just about all of these changes
involve some type of special label thai is
applied
Maybe we can give you this from a
special budget Special, hell' Why aren't
the needs of black students included in
Bowling Green's regular budget'' In
addition, you are not giving us anything
Anything black students have received
here at BG was warranted Howling
Green has not yet began to serve its
black student population as it should be
doing

Racism is still a big part of Bowling
Green The American culture is one
based on racist beliefs. Institutions are
created by a society to perpetuate its
culture. Certain institutions have the job
of making sure everyone is conscious of
the values of a culture. Education is the
primary instrument used to instill
consciousness.
The education process that we are
forced to undergo demands a
commitment to white .standards and
values. It insists that we become white of
mind if not white of skin. and> that our
commitment be to the assumptions,
practices and priorities of white
supremacy and white nationalism.
Whites have a tendency to say. I am
not like that, it's the other person I
would guess that the governors of
Bowling Green do not see it as a racist
institution. A psychotic person in a world
full of psychotics doesn't see himself as
sick either As Brother Edward said in
1968, Bowling Green, you are a racist
institution
, Don't tell me about the number of
black students here, or about the faculty
and staff Tell me about a sincere
commitment that you are going to make
to yourselves, and not because of force,
that you are going to attempt to change
the racist nature ol the society that you
perpetuate. Until that time you remain,
as ever, a racist institution

police force.
"We don't see ourselves under the new law as some kind of
gang busters.' Only as a backup force to local authority,'" he
said
What we are not assured of is what the Colonel means by
"backup force". If this so-called force will be permitted to aid
local authorities in the time of riots or civil disorders, then the
state of Ohio must be expecting such disturbances to take place in
the future
One wonders what the reaction of students would have been last
spring at the Court Street incident if Ohio State Highway
Patrolmen had arrived to "backup" the Bowling Green police.
With the number of deaths on our highways today, we can't help
but wonder why the State l.'ighway Patrol was given this
additional task

nixon again:
The typical voting behavior of the American public is beginning
to become evident again in this period of intense presidential
campaigning.
A national opinion poll, conducted after President Nixon's Jan.
25 speech on his latest peace proposals, said if an election were
held today. Nixon would be re-elected.
Nearly two-thirds of the 1.989 men and women polled said they
believed the President was doing the best he could to end the war.
Was he doing the best he could when he triggered campus
protests and killings after he announced the Cambodian invasion''
Is the recent step-up in bombings and the increase in the defense
budget an indication of the best the President is doing to end the

•art
Can't these people realize that Nixon could have ended this war
if he really wanted to at the beginning of his term of office?
President Nixon could have shown his best to the American public
by making periodic progress reports of the peace talks throughout
his four years as Chiel Executive instead ot including them in his
bundle of end-of-the-term re-election strategies.
Nixon is very carefully organizing his campaign for re-election.
Pe began with China, the economy, revelation of the peace
proposals--and who knows what else he has been saving up for the
American public And all because he wants the people to suddenly
believe he is doing his best for this country and this war.
Nixon is saving the best tor last-what's sad is that many of the
voters actually believe it. to the extent they are willing to vote for
him again
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ueirers.
need more than hymn singing
By Earl Bull
Guest Student Columnist
Religion has always had an impact on
society. It is my opinion that the Impact
of the current "Jesus Movement' will
have a largely negative impact I am
loroed to agree with Cindy Suopis'
opinion in The BG News. January 28. that
the "Jesus Movement is a farce."
It would seem that given the values
basic to Judeo-Christian theology thai
Christianity ought to be a force lor social
change. The Pebrew people and the
Christian movement both had to
overcome tremendous oppression to
exist And at different points in the
Bible, the idea of justice, mercy and love
of mankind is repeated over and over. In
fact, some have argued that Christ was a
zealot, which at the time was an
extremely revolutionary position.
But what is the position of the Jesus
Movement'1 It seems to really have two
types of believers but one general
dogma There seems to be one (action of
"straight'' middle-class kids that have
always been about on a level with Billy
Graham and now are just getting vocal
and vehement about the whole thing.
Then again, there are some freaky types
i note: also white and middle classi who
have also "turned on" after bumming
out on drugs
The dogma is the same old time
fundamentalist Bible-thumping, old time
religion that America has always
seemed to have had around In the past it
has brought us the Salem witch trials,
segregation and (he anti-evolution
"monkey trials" It's not apt to do much
better now
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THERE IS A
Bible class of a Jesus
freak persuasion that I happened to
observe fairly often last quarter here on
campus. It was apparently run by a nonUniversity group, but the entire two or

three hour class every week appeared to
be listening to old Gardner Ted
Armstrong tapes
The forces of emotionalism and
fundamentalism have always stood in
the way ol social progress. For instance,
when Marl in Luther King started as a
Baptist minister, he saw thai religious
emotionalism of his congregation was
holding (hem back and deluding (hem
ins(ead of helping (hem demand (he
equably Ihey deserved
Literally interpreting the Bible can
only hinder social justice Suppose my
own Presbyterian Church had decided

not to help insure Angela Davis a share
ol justice because either they thought
she was a Communist and therefore a
godless atheist or because they believed
that black people are descended Irom
Cain and inferior?
Some fundamentalist groups have said
both. 1 don't notice any Jesus Movement
people (ha( seem too active in raising
money to help defend Ms. Davis In fact
after talking to the Campus Crusade for
Christ and the Inter-varsity Christian
Fellowship. I doubt if there will ever be
social action from these groups
We don't need any movement ih.u is

going to relard social change in this
country and all the hymn singing and
"loving Jesus isn't going to change
anything. "Praise (he Lord and pass the
ammunition" isn't for me
Robert Kennedy once said that "we
must do more than tolerate dissen(: we
must demand i(. for (here is much (o
dissen( from."
The Jesus movemem must at least do
as much for social justice as the
established church for them to have any
credibility.
Why shouia people hide behind a Bible
from what conscience demands'*

trends determine behavior
To Larry Dansinger: in regard to his
letter of Feb. 1.1972:
You ally yourself with the Pistory
Dept at the University, but what gives
you the right to perpetuate the myths of
the ethics and morals of this society?
A student lor are you an instructor''i
of history should be familiar enough with
trends and patterns in collective societal
behavior to know that a great deal i if not
all? i individual behavior is conditioned
and determined by these trends.
"The people who heard Veh were able
to figure out what he was
because the
current collective morality of this
country has a negative view towards his
genre of ethic.
You are an educated man 11 assume i
so you follow the trend of the collective
morality of your class. Yes. you made
the decision to follow this trend ifor
whatever reason I. but I can't believe
that you assume you came to the
conclusion that Veh s ideas were uncool
all on your lonesome

SO NOW THAT the civil rights people
and popular opinion i which has by no
means solved the problem i have cleared
your conscious and provided this country
with a class or "racially mature"
persons, someone has to help the people
of this country see that other people are
still being dumped on: women, mexicanamericans. children—-even you.
We are not immune from our
collective consciousnesses We are not
immune from our culture. And culture is
administered in a very great part by the
media. Newspapers and TV. are
frequently the only way we find out what
we are living in the middle of and
contributing to.
You don't have to read The BG News
Yes. there is taxpayers money land
students-remember them?i going into
this paper-and the trend of this country's
ethic is finally I slowly I going toward
recognizing the rights oi humanity that
have been denied women and others
throughout the PISTORY of this country
Free speech does not mean the

licentiousness to perpetuate coersion and
oppression. Get out of those textbooks
and into the world, man
Buffee
728 Ordway Ave.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. lH
University Pall.

,
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Viet Cong proposes new peace plan
United States set a troop
withdrawal deadline.
In calling for Thieu's
immediate resignation, a
National Liberation Front
radio
broadcast said.
"Thieu and his oppressive
machinery, instruments of

SAIGON (AP)-The Viet
Cong said yesterday it
could begin immediate discussions with the Saigon
government toward a political solution of the war if
President
Nguyen
Van
Thieu resigned now and the

allied forcesand giving up

the U.S. Vietnamization
plan."
are the
"main
obstacle" to a political
solution
It said the United States,
by setting a date for the
complete withdrawal of all

Liberation Front's sevenpoint plan for ending the
war The front is the Viet
Cong's political arm.

all U.S. bases, could win
freedom for the American
pilots held in North Vietnam
The
broadcast
called
these demands "the two
kev poinis" of the National

The broadcast said that
once these requirements
were met. the Viet Cong's

7973 draft lottery numbers
22
23
24
25
26
27.

15. • 343
16 • 119
183
17
242
18
158
19
20 -314
4
21
22 -264
23 -279
24 -362
25 -255
26 -233
27 -265
28 - 55
29 - 93
69
30

20
247
261
260
51
186

28. - 295
MARCH:

1 - 203
2 - 322
3. - 220
4
47
5 - 266
6 - 1
7. • 2
8 - 153
9 - 321
10. " 331
11 • 239
12 - 44
13 - 244
14. - llIS - 152
16 - 94
17. - MS
18 • 357
19 - 358
20. - 262
21 - 30
22. •• 317
23. - 22
24 - 71
25. - 65
26 - 24
27. - 181
28. - 45
29 - 21
30. - MS
31
- 326
APRIL:
1 -• 12
2 •- 108
9 - 104
4 - 280
5. - 254
6 - 88
7. - 163
8-50
9 -■ 234
10 - 272
11 - 350
12— 23
13. - 169
14 -- 81

MAY:
1 •
2

58
275
3. • 166
172
4
292
5
337
6
7.
145
8
201
9 • 276
10
100
11.
307
12. - US
13 - 49
224
14.
15
165
16 - 101
17 . 273
18
98
148
19
20 - 274
21 - 310
22 . 333
23 . 216
24 - 246
25. -- 122
26 - 118
27. -. 293
28 - 18
29 - 133
30 - 48
31 - 67
JUNE:
I.
15
2.
360
3.
245
4
207
5
23

87
251
282
83
178
64
190
318
95
16
32

9
10
II
12.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

91
238

52
77
315
146
212
61
143
345
330
. 53
- 75
-142

•_':(
24

8
26

27
28
29
30
JULY:
1
2
3
4.
5.
6
7.

"
•

8 •
9.
10

11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

39
297
109
92
139
132
285
355
179
89
202
340
306

sot
359
74
199
121
332
33
5
286
365
324
- 35
■ 204
60
185

19. - 228
20. - 141
21. -- 123
22.-268
23.-296
24. -- 236
25. - 291
26. - 29
27. - 248

222
200
253

29
30.
31
AUGUST:
I 2. 3 -

323
27
3

4

- 313

5
6
7
8
9
10
U.
12
13
14
15
16.

•
••
--

17. -

63
208
57
131
7
249
125
198
329
205
241
19
8

18
19
20

113
- 105
162

21
22

- 30
- 140

23
24.
»
26
27
28
n
SO.

- 302
~ 138
290
- 76
- 34
- 40
- 84
- 182

31

- 218

28. - 70

29. 30 OCTOBER:
I 2. 3. 4. 5. 6 7. 8 -9 10. -■
II 12 13. -14. 15. 1« 17 18. ~
19. ~
20. ~

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1 " 219
■

17

3. - 226
4 - 356
5 - 354
6. - 173

7.
8
9.
10
II
12.
13.
14
18
16
17
18

-

144
97
364
217
334
43
229
353
- 235
- 225
-- 189
- 289

215
128
103
79
86
41
129
157
116
342
319
171
269
14
277
59
177
192
167
352

--

13

- 124

14
15
16
17.
18.
19

- 237
- 176
- 209
- 284
- 160
- 270

20

-301

21 -287

24.
25
26.
27
28.
29
30

1.
2.
3.
4
5
6
7.
8.
9.
10.
U.
12
13.

8.

- 312

.. 170
- 90
- 56
-250
.. 31
-336
-267
-210
.. 120
- 73
- 82
- 85
.. 335

14. .. 38

15.
16
17.
18
19.

- 137
.187
..294
- 13
- 168

20. .. 149
21 .. 80

1. •- 107
2. -214
3. -232

- 339 *
-223
-211
-299

-180
-25
-344
-135
-130
-147
-134

DECEMBER:

28. - 327

4.
5.
6
7

EIGHT-POINT

allied peace proposal disclosed by President Nixon
a week ago included a provision that Thieu would
resign a month ahead of an
election, with a caretaker
government to serve in the
interim.
It did not provide, however, for anydismantlingof
the government machinery
nor rule out Thieu as a
candidate in the election

ANUSEETHEM AT

Cherry Hill
Village
[H

S College I>r at
«>lr ,,ii Uil BuHling (irren

• 2 bedrooms
• Ctntrol Gat
Air •Conditioning
• All lurniture included
• Bath and-a-hall
• Cable TV
• Inline* paid except elec
averaging $6 mo
• Extra large closets
• Laundn area available
• (ias lite front entrance
•I nderground utilities
• Patios v;ith gas grlUl
• Village-wide security system
lor undisturbed pnvac\
• Plenty of free lighted
parking areas
•Carpeted halls and indoor entrances
•Pass to Recreation Bldg
No Rubbish Removal
Charge
Yard Maintenance At
No Eitra Cost
Gai Heal. Gas Range.
Gas Fired Domestic Hoi
Water Furnished

4 person occupants
$60 per person month
upper level
$57 50 per person mm
• lower level
9 month lease
available

9. "- 151

22.
23.
24.
25
26.
27.
28
29.
30
31

.. 188
-252
-155
.. 6
-351
.194
_156
..175
.281
..164

With the exception ill per
sons meeting specific conditions staled in then contracts, no students have been
permitted to break housing
agreements with the University this year, according to
the director ol residence MI
vices
Director Hubert Rudd said
the only acceptable reasons
for breaking a housing contract are marriage, with
drawal from the University,
student
teaching
assignments outside commuting
distance, suspension from
the University, transfer to
another school, graduation
in severe linancial hardship
"WE HAVE had only a
few students appeal for
hardships al home." Rudd

SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK
24 HRSERVICE

352-9014
1530E. W00STER

MITCH •RYDER
CRABBY APPLETON* P.G & E.
Tickets: $3.50, $4.50, $5.50, All Reserved
Sports Areno — Central Travel & Ticket — Sears Woodville Moll —
House of Tapes — T.U. Student Union - The loir, Southland —
Adami Needle, Bowling Green — Music Circus, SyTvania.

A MUSIC HALL PRODUCTION

BACHELORS ffl
ANNOUNCES

the FTD

Finest, freshest flowers
professionally arranged
in a re-usable, satinwhite ceramic container,
A to liable only from your
FTD Florist. Just stop
in or give us a call. We
can send our "LoveBundle" almost anywhere in the country.

OHIO COUNTRY
(SAT. & SUN.)

#

SUP 1. - JAM SESSION - NO COVER 8 . ?•

FL0WERH0USE
421

■

E. W00STER

yesterday

as

A Sociological
the

week-long

Beckett Festival continues.

silv had about 100 empty
beds in the dormitories
According to Rudd. (he number is >till about the same
I'e said there were so
many empty beds this fall
because Residence Services
did nut open I'rout Call to all
students until late last -urn
mer The office originally
planned to house graduate
students in I'rout. bul not
enough students signed up to
till the dormitory
The University is still
laced with empty facilities
because fewer students are
on campus this quarter than
last quarter Rudd said this
was because some students
were forced to withdraw
from school because ol low
grades
HE SAID the University
has to rigidly enforce its
housing contracts because it
must protect its investment
in dormitories

said
"This is an academic contract, just like the (housing)
ones off campus." Rudd
added.
In September, the Univer-

However,
since
the
University won I permit stu
dents to break their contracts in the middle of the
year, it can't in turn persuade off-campus students to

break their contracts with
private agencies and move
back on campus, even if such
a move would fill up the
dormitories
Rudd said the University
will continue to forbid students to break housing contracts unless they meet the
staled exceptions

Sadat goes
to Moscow
By The Associated Press

President Anwar Sadat of
Egypt arrived in Moscowyesterday for military and
political talks with Kremlin
leaders as Israel agreed to
participate
in
Americansponsored talks with Egypt
on reopening the Suez Canal
During Sadat's visit to
Moscow, his third in less
than a year, he was expected
to appeal
lor additional
Soviet military support to
force Israeli troops from
occupied Arab territory

SPRING
"NEWS"

—Plus—

SUNOCO

THE
Ptefened Piopeities

professor of English,

Beckett:

said.
If students don't abide by
contract
regulations,
the
University will terminate
their housing agreements, he

BROWNSVILLE STATION

STADIUM VIEW

SEE MODEL APT. AT
853 Napoleon Rd . Apt 6

Approach"

"Samuel

Rudd explains contracts

DETROIT: Featuring
FEATURES. STOP

Frank Baldama,

discussed

FRIDAY, FEB. 11-8 P.M. TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
WTT0 Presents

Crisis Phone
352-PLUS
IFYOl CANT
BELIEVE THESE

Dr.

22 - 102
23. -320

193
256
9
78
325

29. - 349
30 -. 346
31 .- 10
NOVEMBER:

THE

10. - 257
11 -- 159
12 - 66

21. -- 288
22. - 191

SEPTEMBER:
2

196
184

provisional
revolutionary
government-1'Rt; would be
ready to discuss establishment of a "national reconciliatory government" to
organize elections and an
"official government'' for
South Vietnam "If the two
said conditions could be
agreed upon, the other
problems could be solved
easily."' the broadcast said.

3531045

FRI. - SOLITARY MAN

4pi

The word is FASHION, and
we have the latest. The present
selection is tremendous and
there's more on the way. We
have SPRING "72":
DRESSES
COATS
SPORTSWEAR
and
ACCESSORIES

►>•*. 4/Tha lO fw»i, Thurtvdoy, rnWuory 3, If 72

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Interest 'limited' in AAUP plan
Fall quarter. Dr. Stanley
Coffman. provost, suggested
that the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP l and tbe Senate
Executive Committee (SEC I
investigate the possibilities
of faculty unionization and

By LMi McMahaa
The status of collective
bargaining for faculty members is, at best, in an
"exploratory"
stage,
according to Dr
Neil
Browne, associate professor
of economics

collective bargaining

1

$100

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
IDs REQUIRED

HOWEVER, Dr Maurice
Mandell president of* the
AAUP chapter here, said the
investigation showed only a
limited
interest among
faculty members
In November the Ohio Conference of the AAUP passed
a resolution urging local
chapters to establish collective bargaining procedures
The resolution was des-

cribed as an attempt "to
safeguard academic freedom and the tenure system
to achieve effective faculty
participation in academic
governance
and
the
determination
of
appropriate terms and condiditions of professional
employment,
including
compensation."
(■'acuity members here

Culture theory talk set
Dr Frank H Kramer, professor of classics at
I'eidi'lberg College, will present a talk entitled
"Shrinking Orbits. Catalyst for a New Society",
tomorrow at 7 30 p.m . Dogwood Suite. Union
The talk, sponsored by Phi Alpha Theta, history
honni.ii v.will concern Dr Kramer's theory on the genesis
of a new superior culture
Dr Kramer hypothesizes that "society is becoming
more closed' and that this may provide a medium for the
cli'vcliipiiii'iil of a superior culture ."

SUNDAY - (ll'KMM, TU,3PJVI. - ADULTS SI.M

NORIHWf ST OHIO S NfWIST AND MOST COMFOfllSBIt
CONCEPT 111 IUXURV ENTFR1AINMEN1 ■

HELD OVER 3rd WEEK!
Eve 7 20. 9 30 Sat & Sun

2 30, 4:40, 7:20. 9:30

U.A.O. CAMPUS FLICKS

HAIL, HERO!
Detective
Harry Callahan

Feb. 4 & 5
6:00,8:15, 10:30
25c
210 MATH-SCIENCE

He doesn't break
murder cases
He smashes them

Clint

Dirty Harry

DOMINOS
352-5221

HELD OVER 3rd GREAT WEEK
7:30. 9:30

Sat, Sun

2, 3:45. 5:30. 7 30. 9:30

FIND OUT YOURSELF
WHY EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT

MCY, from the people
that Gave you TRASH

A IHHIMIM MM) (II Mill sl()H)

R

HE ESTIMATED a core of
about 40 to 50 faculty members are interested in collective bargaining.
Dr. Trevor Phillips, associate professor of experimental studies, said he
doesn't see a need here now
for collective bargaining
between the administration
and faculty
Although he said this situation can change, at present

rfjHBfe*"

NO UNI l MIIH 18 \DMIMH1

HI7TJ
DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
CLOSE-UP
TOOTHPASTE

jf

I05HANNA
Thuisday to Sat
7 00 & 9:00

SPECIAtS AVAIl ABIE AT
GRAV S SrAUIl'M PL AM
SIORE ONIV
16Tb E

Showing in
140 OVERMAN
WED 7 00 a 9 00

IVOOSTER ST

COLLEGE PREMIERE
PH. 352-7248

IN
REVOLT

EXCEDRIN
TABLETS
Hill Hill III lllll If Ttl II lit
iifiiMtiiiimiimituiiciiiui

• BOITIE Of TOO
• PAIN RELIEVER

STARRING
CANDY
DARLING

he thought the administration is faculty-oriented.
"Some faculty members
feel collective bargaining is
a blue-collar action: but I
don't consider professionals
above
collective bargaining." said Dr. Phillips.
Organizations such as the
American
Federation of
Teachers and AAUP can be
used as vehicles for bargaining with the legislature
in Columbus, he said.
"In the future, there might
be a need to say to Colum
bus. if you want a university, you better finance it'".
Dr. Phillips said
Dr. Mandell said the local
AAUP chapter has no plans
for pursuing the collective
bargaining issue at present

WBGU schedules
Draft Call' telecast
"Draft Call, a live, callin program featuring three
local draft counselors, will
be telecast Kridav evening
on WBOU-TV. Channel 70.

Alumni award
applications

The half-hour program
will be shown from 8 to
8:30. Guests will be Ross
Miller and Tom Fleming,
draft counselors for United
Christian
Fellowship
IUCFI.
and Ms
FloyShaffer, draft counselor for
Unitarian Fellowship
Ms
Susan Kllisor.
promotion director for
Channel 70. said students
are encouraged to call in
with questions regard'ng
the draft The number to
phone is 372-2676

Students from the
greater Toledo area (50mile radius I who intend to
apply for the Toledo
Alumni Club
I'arold
"Andy''
Anderson
Scholarship must do so
before Feb. 10
The |B0 scholarship is
awarded annually with
regard to the applicant's
academic record, financial
need and leadership
potential
All applicants
will
be
carefully
considered
Applications can be
picked up in the Alumni
I'misc or in the Office of
Financial Aid.
The recipient will be
honored at half-time of the
BG-Toledo
basketball
game Feb. 19.

ON TUESDAY. Feb. 8.
the station will carry a
half-hour interview with
University
President
f'ollis A. Moore Jr., which
was originally broadcast
by Toledo channel 13 in
January.
The main topic of the
program, which will be
shown from 8 to 8:30 p.m.,
is University financing
Dr Moore will discuss
University
financing
problems nationwide and
particularly in regards to
Bowling Green, according

Thursday Feb 3.1972

BG8U Fencing Club. 7 pm. South Gym. Women's Hldg
Practice Welcome to all interested

Living in a Finer Knvironment. 7 30 pm 220 Math Science
Middle Class Youth presents Andy Warhol s
Revolt 7 4 9pm 1051'anna Adm II 00
Sailing Club 7 30 pm 246 Overman Pall
sailing lessons Open to all

Women in

Beginner s

Phi Alpha Theia. Pistory Honorary. 7 30 pm Pink
Dogwood Suite. Union Dr Frank R Kramer. Peidelberg
Collge will speak on Shrinking Orbits Catalyst for a
New Socielv
»
UAO and Thealre Unbound. 8 pm. Student Forum
student Services Bldg
Funny Thing I'appened on the
Wav to Ihe F'orum" In conjunction with Cluuities Week
Adm tl
LOST

POLAROID #108
Color Pack Film

WILKINSON
BONDED RAZOR

Opal ring antique gold
REWARD 352-7424

5 Bonded Blades

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED

PROTEIN 21
HAIR SPRAY

Q
•^
\.

£1

DIAL
Anti-Perspirant

Leasing September 15th to June 15th
$65.00 each student

• Rl'l]Lll.U 01

1 .n.i Hold

Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130.00 per month

• l> 5 OUNCE

88<

i.se
•in

Each Apartment Includes:
Two Bediooms
Cupeled and diapts
Appioiimately 31 flit ol stotage
Coppeitont stovi and matching nfiigeiatoi
Separate an conditioning and heating system
Gas. water sewage lumished
Four peisons each apartment
All buildings are new
located thiee blocks liom campus

•AVI

MORI

MINI-MIST
DRY SHAMPOO
• 7 OUNCE

JERGEN'S
SKIN LOTION
l«i OUNCE

• SPRAT

99

1.7S
•111

NEWL0VE REALTY
328 South Main St.
Phone 353-7381 or 352-5161

•AVI
MORI

fpstcials Tlwu Sun.. Feb. 6. 1972

R,girt5 To I .mil Quantities

Short hand beginning or
refresher
course
small
classes Certified instructor
352-0698

^

25
26
10
51
14
15
56
5T
5*
S»
40

1

>

)

4

i

1)

21
25
26
27
2»
2«
10
11
12
14
17
18

DOWN
I Abbreviated
military title.
! Extent.
5 Access.
I Free of blame.
. Pronoun.
r> Laughing.
7 * hence: I JI
■ loth cen. date:
Horn.
0 At the base of
mountains.
Ill t'niler discipline
or control: 2
wordv
II Poems.

' r

<■

1

1

14

■

7)

"

41 Only.
41 Agreement.
44 Show
uncertainly.
46 Rubbish.
4" Poet of
Octavian's reign.
48 Challenge.
40 Verve.
50 Try.
51 Hammer.
52 Austrian river
into the Danube.
53 Palm.
56 Elapsed.

1

c

M

1 1

12

"

1

s'J

li

?6

!J

28

U

16

•)

"

■V

nr

88

M

40

LV"
16

'1

:>i

1
54

1

S8
61

u

■

"

15

47

L15

.1

56

.

"
.

"

■
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Need ride lo Irom Ann
Arbor anvhme this weekend
353-3275
Ride needed ■ Cincinnati Feb
4 will pay call 2X70
HELP WANTED
PE1.P
WANTED
experience call Alex
7619

no
352-

Oo-Oo girls needed
prelerably 21 years
old
Mecca Night Club. • call 424
9219 between 10 am lo 3 pm
t 9 pm lo 2 30 am Ask for
Mr Wilson i rides furnished i
Delivery
men wanted
Apply in person
Pagliai s
Puia
Mother s helper needed bv
lacully couple I child lujhi
house work
2 pm thru
dinner
Must have car
References call alter 2 • 3SJ9322
WANTED
Wanted coed room 4 board
in exchange lor house work
Must have car 823-4940
Alto saiaphnue
Contact
Mrs Donald phone 372207b
orMS-4726
Wanted F lo lour Western
US Spring 2 J596

SERVICES OFFERED

The deadline lor reluming
all Mortor Board forms is
extended I week
STADIUM VIEW
PURT
INC warns YOUR trash'
Saturday. February 5th. 9 30
am until 12 30 pm at SI
Mark's Lutheran Church. 315
S College Dr
Need Passport Photos'" For
appointment call 353-5685
Pager Studio
For wedding bands or rtass
rings see us lirst
Perfect
gifts for anv occasion
VATANSI08N Mam

The TEMPS are coming'
INKSTONE STAFF
Key
photo taken Fn al 7 pm in
office, be there
Marriage
Preparation
Course. St Thomas Moore
Umversitv Parish Win On
dates Feb 6.
13. 27
Registration Feb 6. 1 pm.
Fills
Cana
instruction
requirement Fee $2 Course
will be repealed Spring
Quarter
TPE
REIVERS
with.
STEVE McOUEEN Friday
IISEd Bkif t-a-IO-12 1541
Garv. I'm

Sal and Sun 352-9371 or 352
7324

3rd floor old wing Kohl we
had a great lime' 2nd Horn
Balchelder
Cindy
■
congrals on
becoming Panhel l>l \ P
We're proud nl you' Xi s
Alpha Gam Actives Prellv
sneaky US'* Blue ribbons are
psyched
DU Debs sas lhanks lor the
nlCF. legion parly
TheTFMPS are coming
SENIOR CPALLKNC.F.
Not a miracle but NOT A
BAD DEAL
Halli lit. Sports Car Club
Sunda> 12 pm at Ihe Ice
Arena
Ladv Bug
happinc.Bananas Bat and Dastt

Uj

FOR SALE OR RENT

PERSONALS

RIDES

• Complete with

22
24

Lyiine

Campus Crusade lor Christ. 7 pm. Faculty lounge. Union

• 4 OUNCE

19
1*

contract I.
Fume.
Avoids.
Insertion mark.
Greek letter.
Poison.
Moved furtively.
Alter.
Warhle.
Vestibule.
Comedy.
Pain of a kind.
Pocket item
wilb blade.
40 Malay dagger.

47 City on the
Black Se*.
SO Cifted.
54 Farewell: Lat.
55 Plume.
57 Hebrides island.
SS Persia.
59 Swiftness.
60 Fountain: Poet.
61 Depression.
62 Register.
63 Other than.

-<#«»>- CL3SSIFIED —««*«—
CAMPUS CALENDAR

SCRIPT0
BUTANE FUEL

16
17
IS

46 Hike.

to Ms. Kllisiu

Christian Science Otgamiation Testimonial Meeting 6 30
pin Prout Chapel

BOUNTY
PAPER TOWELS

15

12 Portuguese
explorer.
11 Merely.
21 Assigns la

42 Larrh tree.
44 Aiectionalely.
i:. Flank.

ACROSS
Moslem judge.
A toed rard.
Fuss: 2 wordt.
Household
appurtenance.
Group of languages of India.
Norse god.
Type of light.
"Lady" in Elhel
Merman song.
Remedy.
One of the
Kennedys.
Stylish.
Certificate:
Abbe.
( .pi Hook's
lieutenant
Crave.
told tor an
..lord
Sanctions.
Kail: t ollo.|
Isle ol
Hue.i
Frequent.
Saury.
Assertive
tendency.
Celtic fool
soldiers.
Sir: Span.

54

ADMISSION $1
EASTMANC010R X

HOLLY
JACKIE
W00DLAWN
CURTIS

1
5
10
14

41

due Feb. 10

^ H-3CPANAVISION'
Warner Bros . A Kinney Company ■ TECHNICOLOR*

Eva

deferred a decision in
November
Since then,
action has been limited to
discussions with the SEC.
•At the recent SEC meeting, attendance was low.
There was no outpour of
sentiment on the subject."
said Dr Browne

1 Owp

<.ff 71 Gen I F«

glad'

Sails

Mary Ellen - you finally
' anchored' vour shipmate
Best
wishes
Kiltv
and

Slingerland
drum
set.
excellent condition 2-1910
Earlv American sola, good
condition 352-7752
Rossignol skits w Salomon
bindings also Raichle boots
call 352-0095
1968 l*onl Lemans exc rond
lulls equip Tom 352 9164
1969 Dalsun 2000 convert
SRL engine Call between 58 pm 352-0672

Student i Faculty 2 br
I
baih 2-br I'lbath 2br-2
bath 1160 & up
Call
PendlrlonRealtv 353-3641
F rmml needed W and S or
lo sublel f urn apt lor Su Call
352-5528
I'KF.FFHRF.D
PROPERTIES
OFFERS
CI'ERRY PILL VILLAGE
Napoleon Rd model open 7
days a week 8 5 Mon-Fn 1-5
Sal and Sun 352 9378 or 3527324
UnjeM'
Male grad needs
roomie immediately
Two
bedroom lumished. 4th St
Call 352 7775
l>esperalelv needed
third
girl lor three bedroom house
NOW! 160 utilities paid call
alter 3 before 7 354 4632
PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
OFFERS
CHERRY PILL VILLAGE
Napoleon K.I model open 7
days a week 85 Mon-Fn 1-5
Sal and Sun 152 9378 or 352
7324
2
bedroom
lumished
apartment
lor
married
couple or Iwo grad students
No children no pel
TPE
CHARLES APARTMENTS
2 blocks Irom University
1170 per month
Available
commencing
Spring
Quarter Call 352 5298
Needed 1 M roommale call
3S2 7820aller6

55 Ford I Ion van ph 353 7762
PREFERRED
PRO
PERTIES
OFFERS
CI'ERRY PILL VILLAGE
Napoleon Rd model open 7
davsa week 8 5 Moo -Fn IS
Sat and Sun 352-9378 or 352
7324
Married couple or 2 or 3
responsible students needed
lo sublet almost new trailer
Located
across Irom
Offenhauer .152 9374
1 fern to share house with 5
others, near campus. 135
mo ph 353-8065
M r-mate 5
$75 mo 354-3392

room

apt

PREFERRED
PRO
PERTIES
OFFERS
CPERRY PILL VILLAGE
Napoleon Rd model open 7
days a week 8-5 Man Fn l-S

PREFERRED
PRO
PERTIES
OFFERS
CI'ERRY PILL VILLAGE
Napoleon Rd model open 7
days a week 8 5 Moo Fn 1-5
Sal and Sun 352 9378 or 3527324
I F r male needed Spr Qlr
Call 352-7333
2 men needed lo share apt
for Spring sjtr
Regular
965 mo now ISO mo
Call
Bob or Wes 352-0753
11 needed Spring Winlhrop S
(45 mo 352 7263
PREFERRED
PRO
PERTIES
OFFERS
CI'ERRY PILL VILLAGE
Napoleon Rd model open 7
days a week 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5
Sat and Sun 352-9371 or 3427324

I or 2 F to sublel apl
now Spring & Summer
Carol 352-9372
Apl lo sublease Thurston
Manor Furn F.lf SI IS mo a
avail now 352-0614
PREFERRED
PHO
PERTIES
OFFERS
CHERRY PILL VILLAGE
Njpoleon Hd model open 7
days a week 8 5 Mon-Fn 15
Sal and Sun 352 9378 or 352
7324
Female roommate wanted
Spring Quarter
for
apartment Reduced rent
Call 352-7424
New 2 bdrm apl available
Spr Qtr I blk Irom tMsflPM
on E Mem Call 354 3002
PREFERRED
PRO
PERTIES
OFFERS
CHERRY PILL VILLAGE
Napoleon Kd model open 7
days a week 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5
Sal and Sun 352 9378 or 3527324
2 man apl lor rent al
Greenview Su Qir
Bern
352-0360 evenings
Roommate • male or lemale
■ lo share apl own room 83v
llhSl Apt II
I'rgenllv needed I F sublel
mimed or Spr $65 or will
neg Call Judy 352-0659
PREFERRED
PRO
PERTIES
OFFERS
CI'ERRY PILL VILLAGE
Njpoleon Rd model open 7
days a week 8-5 Mon-Frt 1-5
Sal and Sun 352-9378 or 352
7324
1 M roommate needed ow n
bedroom, rent SS0 per mo
call Mark 352-5430
NEEDED
I or 2 lemale
roommates
needed
lor
spring and Summer Qtrs
Call alter 5 pm 352-6353
F roommate needed • FEB
FREE
OWN ROOM 352
0527
PREFERRED
PRO
PERTIES
OFFERS
CPERRY PILL VTLLAGI
Napoleon Rd model open
days a week 6 5 Mon-Fn I
Sal and Sun 352 9378 or 352
7324
Female
roommale
Summer 155 mo 352-4178

-
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Proceeds go to charity

'Forum' at the Forum
By Gale Bogle
Kntrrtainment Editor

I
II

Major play productions
are not the special province
of the speech department.
Students
are getting
together from all areas o(
study on campus and with a
minimum of financing and a
lot of hard work, they are
putting on plays
Students,
academic
departments
Student
Activities.
Space
Assignments.
Inventory
Control
and
Theatre
Unbound, among others,
have combined to produce
the play "A Funny Thing
I'appened on the Way to the
Forum" which opens tonight
at 8 p.m. in the Forum of the
Student Services Bldg
The proceeds of the play
will go to Project Concern, a
worldwide medical relief
organization
TerriChiara. senior i Ed I.
and director of the play, said
cooperation Irom all
branches of the University
has been excellent
Ms Chiara said her major
problems
with
the
production
have
been
technical, trying to put on a
play in a space that was not
meant to be a theater
THE CAST WENT through
three weeks of rehearsal
without a piano to practice
the songs because one was
not available Rehearsing a
capella made it hard for the
cast to get into a character
she said

The Student Services
Forum is a bad place to
rehearse because the
acoustics go all the way to
the ceiling and none of the
sound is absorbed, she
added
Richard Martinez, senior
iMus. Ed i. said there is an
echo in the room and in
order to overcome it. the
singers
must
pronounce
their words "impeccably"
and the orchestra has to be
disciplined enough to play
softly and with balance
The show is also operating
on a very tight budget from
Student Activities
Ms.
Chiara. who has been
involved in shows for
Project Concern for two
years, said they tried to
make it a budget show so as
much money as possible
could be sent to the chanty
Tom Little, teaching
fellow in theater and the
show's producer, said they
were really going to
extremes to cut the budget
and they also had problems
because they really weren't
sure how much they were
going to get until the
University budget was
passed

except for one house which
they have to build
Both Carney and Ms
Chiara said the theater
department and Theatre
Unbound were especially
helpful in giving them the
use of regular theater
facilities and equipment
Carney said Dr. John
I'epler. associate professor
of speech, gave him many
ideas and suggestions about
where to get things the show
needed
Ms. Chiara said, despite
poor backstage' physical
conditions, the lack of
dressing
rooms
and
sickness, the cast has been
extremely cooperative
In

fact, many of them made
their own costumes for the
show
EVEN WITH all the
hassles, the words fun. good
experience and relaxed
atmosphere were mentioned
about the show by the
persons involved.
Ms
Chiara said the
technical problems were all
being worked out and that
none of them have really
hurt the quality of the show.
Performances
are
Thursday.
Friday
and
Saturday at
8 p.m. and
Saturday at 2 p.m. Tickets
are Si at the Theater box
office

Friends and
Romans
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footlights
gale bogle
entertainment editor

Review

ELP and Carole King
Pictures at an Exhibition
and
Music
By Larry Epke
Emerson. Lake & Palmer
have attracted attention

BECAUSE MONEY was
tight, the production staff
begged and borrowed as
much of the set. equipment
and costuming they could.
According to I.ee Carney,
senior i Ed i. the show's
technical
director,
everything used in the set
came from somebody else

Temptations set
for concert gig
Despite illness, fluctuating
musical tastes and personnel
changes in the group. The
Temptations have survived
for a decade to remain one of
the better-known Motown
recording groups

Top-40
countdown
scheduled
Starling Feb 13. from 1-4
p.m.. WAWR-FM will begin
broadcasting American Top40. a new show which will
feature the hottest-selling
records in the country

The program

will

use

Billboard" magazine and
the publication date of the
top 100 as the basis for the
broadcast
American Top-40 will
count down the songs from
number 40 to number I and
include features on millionselling records.

Working with many of the
top producers in the
recording business, the
group has generated a long
string of hit records.
But The Temptations' real
excitment lies in their stag*
performance,
which
combines
costumes,
choreography and lighting
effects with the sound they
made famous.
The group currently
consists of Melvin Franklin.
Otis
Williams.
Dennis
Edwards. Richard Street
and Damon I'arris.
Street replaced Paul
Williams
when doctors
ordered him to stop
performing
I'arris, the
newest Temptation and the
only member not from
Detroit
replaced
Eddie
Kendncks who left the group
to become a solo performer.
The Temptations concert
is scheduled for Feb. 10 at 8
p.m. in Memorial Pall.
Tickets are $3 The concert
is sponsored by Union
Activities Organization
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Th* Temptation* will perform in concert Feb 10 in Anderson
Arena in conjuction with Mardi Gras. All teats are $3. The
concert is sponsored by Union Activities Organization.

Music ensemble plans
opera scene premiere
A scene from an opera
written by a University
music faculty member will
be premiered at a concert by
the New Music Ensemble at
815 p.m. Sunday in the
recital hall of the School of
Music

K Before my time
By Jonny Katz
1 Solium-- The Sunlight
Ingredient '--was contained
in iai Lux ibi Rinso ICI
Cheer
2 Pe won an Oscar as
Father Fitzgibbon in 1944s
Going My Way ia> Pat
O'Brien
ibi
BarryFitzgerald
ici Spencer
Tracy.
3. On radio, it was located
•just off Times Square" iai
The Little Theater ibi

Warhol's
Women
The college premiere
of
Andy
Warhol's
"Women in Revolt." a
film which spoofs
women's lib by casting
three transvestites as
suffragettes, will be
shown tonight through
Saturday by Middle
Class Youth.
The film is being
shown in 105 t'anna Pall
at 7 and 9 and admission
is II

Duffy's Tavern ICI The
Pouse of Mystery.
4 Abe Saperstein is a
legendary figure in what
sport? iai College football
ibi
basketball
ici
swimming.
5. In 1944. department
stores around the nation had
a run on I a i Monopoly sets
ibi electric razors ICI Ouija
boards.
6 "Sold American" was
the commercial slogan of:
<a> Lucky Strikes ibi Kools
(c) Camels.
7. Marie. Emilie. Annette.
Yvonne and Cecile became
in 1934 the iai King Sisters
singers
ibi
Dionne
Quintuplets ici "Amazons"
female basketball team.
8. Bob Pope's theme.
"Thanks For the Memory."
was originally performed
by: (ai Bob Pope (b) Bing
Crosby i c) Rudy Vallee.
9. The Chesterfield and the
Tyrol were worn by men (a)
on their heads (b) on their
feet i c l over their suits.
10. "Steamboat Willie,"'
the first movie of its kind,
starred la) AUolson lb) the
Keystone Cops id Mickey
Mouse.

"A Funny Thing Happened on th* Way to th* Forum' » being produced this
weekend for th* benefit of Project Concern, a medical relief srganixation.
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This week's
"Great
Atwater-Kent
Revival"
(Sunday 9-11 p.m.. WFAL
680i will feature The Green
Hornet in "Pit and Run."
and an original production
remembering and saluting
'"The Fabulous Fifties."

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr
Hyde." by Wallace DePue,
associate professor of
music, is expected to be
completed by this summer.
Featured soloists in the
scene will be Andreas
Poulimenor. instructor of
voice, as Mr. Pyde. and
Virginia Starr, assistant
professor of performance
studies, as the maid Scott
Stoney. junior (Ed.i, will
appear in the role of Carew.

Under the direction of Dr

since they first banded
together to make music
Critics and listeners both
saw the possibility of ELP
being the harbinger of a new
wave of music
Most attempts at merging
classical music with rock
have been made by persons
less quahlied then ELP to
mix the two As a result, the
vast majority of the attempt
have been lailures, falling
far short ol greatness in
either category.
But Emerson. Lake &
Palmer do have the ability to
play all types of music and
play them well Indeed.
Emerson tried to combine
classical and rock with the
group. Nice, on the "Five
Bridges" album
DESPITE
THEIR
multitudinous talents. ELP
have yet to make an album
of real brilliance Their first
was held back by an attempt
to show various gimmicks,
especially
Emerson's
favorite toy. the moog
synthesizer.
The group's second album,
"Tarkus". failed to be really
great because side two was
filled
with
second-rate
material
"Pictures
at
an
Exhibition" also fails to
reach the heights of
excellence, but the reasons
are less obvious. The strong
point of the group, their
instrumental virtuosity, is
as apparent as ever,
although their most
outrageous use ot the moog
is also unleashed

The most obvious problem
in this album is that the
treatment of the material is
not conducive to attentive
listening.
It starts at a relatively
high level of intensity, but
fails
to
substantially
increase
or
decrease
throughout the playing of the
Mussogorsky material This
results in a monotony of
strength.
ITS INTERESTING that
the humorous
piece.
"Nutrocker." seems such a
relief at the end of the
album Extracted from the
rest of the album, it's
merely diverting,
light
humor
Yet in the context of the
rest of the music, it stands
out like Eldridge Cleaver at
a Ku Klux Klan rally
Perhaps the group will take
the hint and settle down to
produce the stellar music
they are capable of.
i "Rolling Stone" magazine
is not usually considered to"
be appreciative of "soft"
music. Therefore, it is quite
surprising that they gave
Carole King's "Tapestry"
the album of the year award,
thus indicating the quality of
that album.
It is an excellent album
and deserves the honor. It
also left Ms King's new
album,
"Music,''
the
problem of trying to follow
such a successful effort.
But "Music" is every bit
as good as its predecessorpossibly oven superior. This

new album presents the ;
same elements and talents
in a similar light, with the \
same high standards of .
music and lyrics.
"MUSIC" ALSO has the j
advantage that none of its '
arrangements fall into the
cliche pop stylings, which •
happened in some of the tracks on "Tapestry." The.'
arrangements in "Music"
are all fresh and pointed
Throughout the album, one
is impressed by the way in
which each song is an '
' independent element, yet all '
fit together into one of the
best albums available
The tracks each have their
own emotion, stated in
capsule form, as simply as possible The musicians are
used to define and bolster
the tone of the lyric. The
only exception is on the title
cut. where Curtis Amy's sax
solo fights the remainder of
the music line as if in mortal
combat.
Ms. King has lost none oft
her talent for lyrical beauty.;
Even though no song on this;
album can compare with;
"You've got a Friend" (and;
how often does a song like;
that come along?), the ones:
here have the true feeling of;
reality which marks her •
songs.
There is little more which ;
can be said about this album. ;
The tunes say it all :
themselves Give them a :
listen.
These albums are
available at the University :
Bookstore.

SWEATER
CLEARANCE

Donald M. Wilson and Dr.
Burton Beerman. assistant
professors of music, the
Ensemble will also perform
"Wedding March for
Magnetic Tape and Two
Dancers," by Dr Wilson.
The program will also
include "Pelp!" by John
Barth and other electronic
selections
All magnetic tapes to be
used for the concert were
made in the University
electronic music studio
under the direction of Dr
Beerman.

SAVE
UP

TO 1/2

Beckett festival today
The following is today's schedule for the Beckett Festival.
1 p.m.-"Beckett and Traditional Dramatic Techniques," a
lecture by Dr. Janis Pallister. associate professor of
romance languages. Wayne Room. Union
8 p.m.-"Act Without Words II" and "Film." starring
Buster Keaton. 315 University Pall.

Soft, swingy, shapely - our Boucle
Knits add the brightest touch to your
wardrobe.
Orig. 13.00 NOW

U.A.0. Sidedoor - Only 25c At The Door
THIS FRI. & SAT. AT 8:30

6.50

Your Coat & Dnss Plac*''
•0WNT0WN MWUN6 6MEN
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Makes adjustment
Fred R.
Ortlip

Weber aids frosh
away but he would rather
Cash and Howard take care
of the dirty work. "I get my
share of the rebounds, but I
like to sneak in and surprise
everyone when I go to the
boards." Weber said.
In teaming with Cash.
I.'oward and David Turner.
Ron has given the frosh one
of the strongest front courts
in the league. The big forward has gathered in a total
of 52 rebounds after nine
games.
In turning to the offensive
side of Ron. one will find
out that he is a good ball
handler and a good inside
shooter I'e has real good
moves when it comes to
driving a man to the basket.
I'e is hitting 12 points a
game.
The "Broadway Joe" of
the team. "R. J " a name he
is frequently called, is his
biggest critic when it comes

By KENNY WHITE
Assistant Spon»Editor

A>
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Sports Writer
Playing hard, consistent
basketball for the talented
freshman team is a player
who does not get all the
raves and publicity most of
his fellow leammates
receive
Ron Weber, a 6'4" 180
pound forward from Rossford, has been the workhorse of the frosh team in
(heir lasl two games.
It was a rough adjustment
for Weber at the beginning of
the year in many ways. To
start with, the transition
from high school to college
was not the easiest to make
Then there was Ihe athletic
end of his adventures.
Ron has nol been publicized lo a great extent as
his teammates are I'e had
the opportunity lo come to
college in the company of
some great high school

~

Picking up the slack
With cenler Gord MrCosh sidelined lor Ihe season with his
second annual injury. Jack Vivian s iccrs-especially the
younger ones-are going to have to pick up the slack
It's hard to predict exactly how much the loss o( the hardslapping Ajax, Out., native will affect Ihe Kalrons as they
turn for the homestretch of the 1971-72 season Only 10 games
remain.
But when you yank a man who's averaging nearly a goal
and an assist a game and who s instrumental in Ihe power
play, you'd better make sure somebody else is contributing
more than his share That is Vivian's concern-whether or
not his younger players can win a battle with fatigue to help
the cause

•OUR YOUNGER players
are going to have to lift us
up.' he admilled
And I
think some of them have
been slumping lately
Maybe they've never had Ihe
hard work they're gelling
here and it's gelling to be a
drag lor them There's

some

glassy-eyed

players

kids

"This hurl me at first
because I did not know
whether my abilities were

McCo.h
Sertich
walking around here Now
we'll find out the true
character of our learn
One of Vivian's major worries as the team invaded
Windsor for a game with unpredictable St (lair College
Tuesday, was the performance of rookie Sieve Sertich. a
winger-center from Duluth. Minn
ORIGINALLY A center. 5*11". 165-pound Sertich was
switched early in the season to his old pec-wee league
position -wing and has been luggled Irom one line to another.
1' is only claim to fame was a game-winning goal against
Yale in the finals of the Cleveland Cup- Ihe first goal of his
varsity career
Since then Sertich has worked on gelling used to playing
wing That is. until last Tuesday Now he's back in his old
spot, (entering a line with veterans Jack I'oogeveen and Ted
Sail 'I And he came through wilh flying colon
"As far as I was concerned Sertich was Ihe key to our line
changes, said Vivian
"I'e played a real line game I'e
slued away from the checking game a liltle bin al limes he
put his nose nghl into ii

SPOITS

Ron Weber
good enough." Ron said I'e
was referring to players like
Jeff Montgomery.
Dick
Selgo. Skip Toward and
Cornelius Cash as already
proven athletes.
One aspect Weber had
going lor him was lhal he is
termed as being a real competitor on the court I'e is a
tough, "hard-nose" player
lhal will slick his head right
Into Ihe bulk til the action
I'e doesn't have the
natural ability In be a great
player This is why he is one
ol Ihe hardest workers in the
team's practices Defense
could be called Ron's greatest attribute.
When il comes lo the
board action, he doesn't shv

WITH MeCOSH out, Vivian hud to do some quick line
revamping I'e put Gerry Bradbury and Sieve Ball With Pete
Badour and moved Sertich to cenler with r.'oogy and Salor
Mike Hartley s line iRon Wise-Bob Watson I stayed intact
i feel a little better back al cenler but it'll lake some lime
to get adjusted again. Mid Sertich "I'll need some work on
the faceoffs "
Does Sertich feel any added pressure and responsibility
with McCosh gone (or the season '
I don'l leel any added
pressure on me bill Ihe whole team will have to pull together
I don'l think you can really measure Ihe loss ol Gold: he's
one helluva player." he said
"WE'VE JUST gol to snap ou( of K Every guy who's been
giving 100 per cenl is going to have to give I III And Ihe guvs
who haven't been contributing much, like me igoalwisei. are
going lo have to get going '
Sertich admilled playing St flair on their ice was nol
exactly a run-of-theniill-lype ol game
"Our guys weren I used lo all thai hilling, he said
I
was getting knocked down a lot inside our blue line which I
wasn't used to. Bui Gord came down belween periods lo help
me out-tell me what I was doing wrong "
The lighting system al Si (lair isn I the besl
I'd say al
least a couple ol (hose goals Terry i Miskolcti i gave up were
becauseof the poor lighting, said Vivian
Sertich agreed "I cnufdn'1 sec hallway down the rink
Playing conditions have a lot to do with llnngs
THE FALCONS got out lo a 4-0 lead only lo see St Clair
rally with three goals lo make il interesting Bradbury's
goal early in the third period made il 5-3 and turned mil In he
the winner in the 5-4 final score
"I've long quit expecting things, said Vivian on die game
"Just so we win "

s

to talking about his performances. "I'm very skeptical
about how I do As far as I'm
concerned there is always
room for improvement." he
added
Being as modest as he is.
" R J " wants every ga me to
be a new experience for him.
This is how he learns and
comprehends the finer
aspects of this fast moving
game. "When he learns how
to concentrate on the game
as a whole, he will be an outstanding player," Coach
Ivory Suesberry emphasized
While at Rossford I'lgh.
Ron also participated in
track Last year he was the
slate hurdles champ, winning the highs and lows in
AA competition.
Although next season will
be one of hard work and no
play, il is anticipated "R.J."
may be moved to a guard
spot "It won't be a tough
move, but I will have to han-

RALLY

Sittings One Week Only

ALL-CAMPUS

POLKA PARTY
Feb. 5. 1972

Harshman Cafe.

presents

Movies. Free Food - Live Band

THE PREMIERS

Tickets - $ 1.50 - At The Conklin Desk
All THE BEE ft YOU CAN DRINK

9P.M.-2:30A.M.
NO COVER
115 E. COURT
/s-f

Perfect
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Dial
Falcon Hot Line
372-BGSU
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The
Subaru
(The Wonder Car)
you virtually eliminate
this problem.
Reason? Simple ...

WHO SAYS A CONDOM
HAS TO TAKE THE
FUN 0UT0F LOVE?
it you've been turned oil by condoms
because you think they lake the )oy out
ol sex. then it's time to discover our
gossamer-thin, lupremely sensitive condoms that have been designed
not only with protection in mind but with p/easure as well.
Try the extra-thin Prime, the pre-shaped Conture and othet famous
brandv of male contraceptives All are now available through the
privacy ot the mails t'om Population Planning Associates To discover
some ol our remarkable condoms lor yourself, order one ol our sampler
packs today Or send lor our tree illustrated brochure Just us* the
coupon below

•INCENSE CONES AND
STICKS-20 Flavors

15.000 Sallsllad Custom*ft
Our line products and rapid service have won the praise of customers
all over the country For example. Craig Luoma o' Tacoma. Washington
wntes. "Very pleased with your sample pack particularly impressed
by ihe two British imports. Am ordering more " Donald Cunningham of
Avonby the-Sea. New Jersey, adds: "Thank you for sparing me contact
with the under the counter' attitudes toward contraceptives so often
laced in stores " And Gary L Hess of Ithaca, New York, comments
"It was the laslesl I ever received anything Thanks "
To order your sampler pack of these remarkable condoms, simply
use the coupon below. All orders are filled the same day received and
are shipped in a plain package Satisfaction is guaranteed, or simply
return the unused portion of your order for a full refund.

EARRINGS-2000 Styles

$9.99

WIND CHIMES
|
.

ssMlstita Plinaiaf sitecistti
105 North Celur-aia Dipt MS
CkattlHill. MC 2 7514
I Mease rush ths following in plain
| pKseiC:

• RINGS -1000 STYLES

■ n Mifii-ssmpier confainmi 3

(ALL 20% OFF)
•—-»*•%—»••*-••«*■—«»
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N.wipKolo by Dim DiNolol*
Bowling Green gymnastics team finished second in a tri-meet
wilh Michigan Slate University and Miami over the weekend.
Teammates and coach Connie Martin look on as gymnast
Frannie Lowe exhibits near perfect form on the balance beam.
Michigan Slate University look first in Ihe meel.

FRONT ENGINE
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

•BELTS-70 Styles

BLACKLITES & FIXTURES
18

Bowling Green dominated
Ihe Kent women during the
first three quarters of the
game but lost their lead and
consequently Ihe game in the
last quarter
The "B" team rebounded
to lake the victory in the
second game played 30-24
l.ibby Yoho was high scorer
for BG with 14 points The
team was 45 per cent on foul
shots while they hit 10 field
goals Kent was 47 per cent
at the line, /making only
seven field goals
The
next
women's
basketball competition will
be al Oxford Saturday as (he
BG women meet Miami in
competition

with

feb 7 12

Johnny's Lounge

Women's intercollegiate
basketball split victories
with Kent State here
Saturday in games played at
the north gym.
The "A" team lost to Kent
49-44 with Carol Panigutti
being high scorer for
Howling Green with 10
points The women shot 48
per cent Irom the free Ihow
line and had 16 field goals

TIRED OF
"SLIPPIN" A
"SLIDDIN"?

FOR INFO CALL 2-4453

Call Today for Appointment 372-2656

$

split with Kent

ARE YOU

SUNDAY 1 2:00 P.M. AT ICE ARENA

Youi lasl chance lo have you- picture in the KEY

O
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Women cagers
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B.G. SPORTS CAR CLUB

THIS IS ABSOLUTELY IT!
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die the ball much better and
learn to shoot from the outside." he said.
Whether the move proves
good or not. Ron will still see
plenty of action at the forward position. He also will
be constantly evaluating his
play and trying to find better
ways of improving it.
But as this season rolls
along and the bumps and the
bruises are dished out.
Weber will be seen right in
the pit of violence. I'e is a
player with a mission, to
seek and find out Where the
Action Is".

904 (. WOOSTER
MiXT TO T.O.'•
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assorted condoms, plus illustrated
brochure, rust SI
D Dtkiie sampler contsmini 18
assorted condoms (3 each of 6 dif
ferent brands), plus illustrated brochwre, aistU
O Illustrated brochure only, pint
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I enclose pay-tat m fell uader j
money-beck |usrantee.

We've had a very success
ful year with this unheard
of Subaru of a year ago.
It has performed over
beyond our expectations
We encourage you to stop
in and look at the list of
Subaru owners that is
posted in our showroom.
Call one or more and get
their opinion of our little
giant. How does that
"grab" you for confidence
in a product?
The recent Excise Tax
Repeal has made it pos
sible for us to deliver a
brand new Subaru 2 dr.,
FULLY EQUIPPED for
as little as . . .

$1965.13
with only local tax and
registration fees not
included.
TEST DRIVE ONE
TODAY!
YOU'LL BE DARNED
GLAD YOU DID.

University
Pontiac
N. Dixie Hwv.. B.C.
Ph. 1S3-SISI

